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Includes new books by:
Alan Bradley
Andrea Camilleri
Laura Childs
Paul Doherty
Charles Finch
Elly Griffiths
Mick Herron
Charles Todd
… and many others.
All the books in this catalogue are
new books due for release in
February 2018.
Because they are new books, we are
at the whim of the publishers and, to
some extent, the shipping companies
– books can sometimes arrive later
(or earlier) than, or occasionally be
a different retail price than originally
quoted. Because space is a luxury,
we bring in limited quantities of
books. Prices are subject to change
without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out – ASAP!
If a book has sold out by the time
we receive your order, we will backorder and supply, when available.
Pulp Fiction has access to thousands
of books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy
to order anything if we don’t have it
on the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop,
you can post, phone, or e-mail
your order. We accept Mastercard,
Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage, within
Australia, is:
1–2 paperbacks
(up to 500 grams), $7.95.
2–10 paperbacks or any
trade paperbacks or hardcovers,
within Brisbane, is $10.70.
Outside Brisbane metro area
(over 500 grams up to 3 kilos),
$13.40.
Anything above 3 kilos charged
at Australia Post rates.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain and Beau
Abbreviations used in this catalogue:
PBK = ‘A’ & ‘B’ format (standard size) paperback
TP = ‘B+’ & ‘C’ format (oversize) paperback
HC = Hardcover or cloth binding

YOU WERE NEVER REALLY HERE

THE PYRAMID OF MUD

AMES, Jonathan
Joe has witnessed things that cannot be erased. A former FBI agent
and Marine, his abusive childhood has left him damaged beyond
repair. So, he hides away, earning a living rescuing girls who have
been kidnapped into the sex trade. Now, he’s been hired to save the
daughter of a New York senator, held captive at a Manhattan brothel.
But he’s stumbled into a dangerous web of conspiracy and he’s about
to pay the price.
Noir
PBK
$16.99

CAMILLERI, Andrea
Montalbano

TOM MONDRIAN: HEAD CASE
ARMSTRONG, Ross
Tom Mondrian’s perfectly happy as a PCSO, directing traffic,
until a bullet to the brain changes everything. With a new unusual
perspective, including an inability to recognise faces and absolutely
no filter between his brain and his mouth, Tom’s convinced his
career should be over. Until his new condition also helps him start
noticing details that others police officers are missing, and gives
him a determination to save three missing girls, before more start to
disappear. He’s the last person you want on your case. And the only
one who can solve it.
Suspense
TP
$29.99

BEARTOWN
BACKMAN, Fredrik
Beartown is a small town in a large Swedish forest. For most of the
year, it is under a thick blanket of snow, experiencing the kind of cold
and dark that brings people closer together – or pulls them apart. Its
isolation means that Beartown has been slowly shrinking with each
passing year. But now the town is on the verge of an astonishing
revival. Change is in the air and a bright new future is just around the
corner. Until the day it is all put in jeopardy by a single, brutal act.
It divides the town into those who think it should be hushed up and
forgotten, and those who’ll risk the future to see justice done. At last,
it falls to one young man to find the courage to speak the truth that it
seems no one else wants to hear. With the town’s future at stake, no
one can stand by or stay silent. Everyone is on one side or the other.
Which side would you be on? The first in a series.
Mystery/suspense
PBK
$19.99

SAM WYLDE: NOBODY GETS HURT
BAILEY, R J
Bodyguard Sam Wylde has had her British licence revoked. She
is now operating in Europe, running security on a swanky motor
yacht during the Historic Grand Prix race. And at the same time she
trawls for news of her ex-husband and daughter. In fact, the owner
of the boat is bankrupt and the bank wants the multimillion-dollar
vessel back. Sam is in the middle of a very dangerous situation that is
rapidly escalating out of control. Alongside her partner Konrad, Sam
has to fight enemies on all fronts. But will they even find themselves
on opposite sides, when it comes to the final showdown? Follows the
excellent Safe From Harm (PBK, $19.99).
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

DEPOSED
BARBAREE, David
To a city in crisis, comes a hugely-wealthy senator; a young and angry
ward, at his heels. He is witty but inscrutable, generous with his time
and money to a leader in desperate need of a friend – and he wears a
bandage over his blinded eyes. The fallen emperor’s name is Nero.
But this isn’t his story.
Historical mystery
PBK
$19.99

LUCKY PAWS PETSITTING MYSTERIES 03:
PAWPRINTS & PREDICAMENTS
BLAKE, Bethany
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

TO KILL THE PRESIDENT
BOURNE, Sam
The unthinkable has happened… The United States has elected
a volatile demagogue as president, backed by his ruthless chief
strategist, Crawford ‘Mac’ McNamara. When a war of words with the
North Korean regime spirals out of control and the President comes
perilously close to launching a nuclear attack, it’s clear someone has
to act, or the world will be reduced to ashes. Soon, Maggie Costello,
a seasoned Washington operator and stubbornly principled, discovers
an inside plot to kill the President – and faces the ultimate moral
dilemma. Should she save the President and leave the free world at
the mercy of an increasingly crazed would-be tyrant – or commit
treason against her Commander in Chief and risk plunging the
country into a civil war?
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

FLAVIA DE LUCE MYSTERIES:
THE GRAVE’S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE
BRADLEY, Alan
The latest in this absolutely delightful and well-beloved series, which
begins in The Sweetness at the Bottom of the Pie (PBK, $22.99).
The previous in the series, Thrice the Brinded Cat Hath Mew’d is
now also available in paperback ($22.99).
Mystery
HC
$35.00

PHILIP MANGAN: THE SPY’S DAUGHTER
BROOKES, Adam
This terrific spy-thriller series begins with Night Heron
(PBK, $19.99). Hugely recommended.
Thriller
PBK

TP

$32.99

THE WICKED COMETH
CARLIN, Laura
The year is 1831. Down murky alleyways and in filthy hovels, acts
of unspeakable wickedness take place and vulnerable people begin
to disappear from the streets. Out of these shadows comes Hester
White, a young woman who is desperate to escape the slums,
by any means possible. When Hester is thrust into the world of
the aristocratic Brock family, she leaps at the chance to improve
her station in life under the tutelage of the mysterious Rebekah
Brock. But both she and Rebekah are lured into the most sinister of
investigations as whispers from Hester’s old life return, to poison the
present. Something is lurking in the black heart of their city, and it is
more depraved than either of them could ever imagine… Perfect for
fans of Perfume: The Story of a Murderer or The Butcher’s Hook.
Historical mystery
TP
$29.99

DAN FORRESTER: KNOW ME NOW
CARVER, C J
A sequel to Spare Me the Truth and Tell Me A Lie (PBK, $19.99 each).
Suspense
PBK
$19.99

THE GOLDEN HAIRPIN
CECE, Qinghan
At thirteen, investigative prodigy Huang Zixia had already proved
herself by aiding her father in solving confounding crimes. At
seventeen, she’s on the run, accused of murdering her family to
escape an arranged marriage. Driven by a single-minded pursuit, she
must use her skills to unmask the real killer… and clear her name.
But when Huang Zixia seeks the help of Li Shubai, the Prince of
Kui, her life and freedom are bargained: agree to go undercover as
his eunuch to stop a serial killer and to undo a curse that threatens to
destroy the Prince’s life. Huang Zixia’s skills are soon tested when
Li Shubai’s betrothed vanishes. With a distinctively exquisite golden
hairpin as her only clue, Huang Zixia investigates – and discovers
that she isn’t the only one in the guarded kingdom with a dangerous
secret.
Historical mystery
TP
$29.95

SYCAMORE
CHANCELLOR, Bryn
Out for a hike one scorching afternoon in Sycamore, Arizona, a
newcomer to town stumbles across what appear to be human remains
– embedded in the wall of a dry desert ravine. The news gives the
town’s long-time residents the same immediate thought: they may
belong to Jess Winters, the teenage girl who disappeared suddenly
some eighteen years earlier, an unsolved mystery that has soaked into
the porous rock of the town and haunted it, ever since…
Mystery
TP
$24.99

TEA SHOP MYSTERIES 18: PEKOE MOST POISON
CHILDS, Laura
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

VERA STANHOPE: THE SEAGULL
CLEEVES, Ann
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

CLEMENTS, Rory
1936. Europe is in turmoil. The Nazis have marched into the
Rhineland. In Russia, Stalin has unleashed his Great Terror. Spain
has erupted in civil war. In Berlin, a young Englishwoman evades
the Gestapo to deliver vital papers to a Jewish scientist. Within
weeks, she is found dead in her Cambridge bedroom, a silver syringe
clutched in her fingers. When a renowned member of the county
set and his wife are found horribly murdered, a maverick history
professor finds himself dragged into a world of espionage which, until
now, he has only read about in books. But the deeper Thomas Wilde
delves, the more he wonders whether the murders are linked to the
death of the girl with the silver syringe – and, just as worryingly, to
the scandal surrounding King Edward VIII and his mistress Wallis
Simpson. The first in a new series – highly recommended for fans of
Philip Kerr, John Lawton, and David Downing.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

NEED TO KNOW
CLEVELAND, Karen
Vivian Miller is a CIA analyst assigned to uncover Russian sleeper
cells in the USA. After accessing the computer of a potential Russian
spy, she stumbles on a secret dossier of deep-cover agents living in
her own country. Five seemingly-normal people, living in plain sight.
A few clicks later, everything that matters to Vivian is threatened
– her job, her husband, even her four children… Vivian has vowed
to defend her country against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
But now she’s facing impossible choices. Torn between loyalty and
betrayal, allegiance and treason, love and suspicion, who can she
trust? Will her next move be the right one?
Thriller
TP
$32.99

CHARLIE PARKER: A GAME OF GHOSTS
PBK

$19.99

INSPECTOR CARLYLE:
THIS IS WHERE IS SAY GOODBYE
$19.99

NATALIE KING, FORENSIC PSYCHIATRIST:
THIS I WOULD KILL FOR
BUIST, Anne
An Australian mystery following Medea’s Curse (PBK, $22.99) and
Dangerous to Know (TP, $29.99).
Mystery
TP
$29.99

CRAIG, James
Mystery

DARK PINES
DEAN, W R
An isolated Swedish town. A deaf reporter terrified of nature.
A dense spruce forest overdue for harvest. A pair of eyeless hunters
found murdered in the woods. It’s week one of the Swedish elk hunt
and the sound of gunfire is everywhere. When Tuva Moodyson
investigates the story that could make her career, she stumbles on a
web of secrets that knit Gavrik town together. Are the latest murders
connected to the Medusa killings, from twenty years ago? Is someone
following her? Why take the eyes? Tuva must face her demons and
venture deep into the woods to stop the killer and write the story.
And then get the hell out of Gavrik.
Thriller
TP
$24.99

AGNES LÜTHI: SWISS VENDETTA
DE HAHN, Tracee
Inspector Agnes Lüthi, a Swiss-American police officer in Lausanne,
Switzerland, has just transferred to the Violent Crimes unit from
Financial Crimes – to try to shed all reminders of her old life,
following her husband’s death. Now, on the eve of the worst blizzard
Lausanne has seen in centuries, Agnes has been called to investigate
her very first homicide case. On the lawn of the grand Château
Vallotton, at the edge of Lac Léman, a young woman has been found
stabbed to death. The woman, an appraiser for a London auction
house, had been taking inventory at the château, a medieval fortress
dripping in priceless works of art and historical treasures. Agnes
finds it difficult to draw answers out of anyone – the tight-lipped
Swiss family living in the château, the servants who have been loyal
to the family for generations, the aging WWII survivor who lives
in the neighbouring mansion, even the American history student,
studying at the Vallotton château’s library… The first in a series.
Mystery
TP
$24.99

THE GIRL BEFORE
DELANEY, J P
Jane stumbles on the rental opportunity of a lifetime: the chance to
live in a beautiful ultra-minimalist house designed by an enigmatic
architect, on condition she abides by a long list of exacting rules.
After moving in, she discovers that a previous tenant, Emma, met a
mysterious death there – and starts to wonder if her own story will be
a rerun of the girl before.
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

BROTHER ATHELSTAN:
PILGRIMAGE OF MURDER
DOHERTY, Paul
Historical mystery

TP

$29.95

THIS IS HOW IT ENDS

CORPUS

CONNOLLY, John
Thriller

simple. Secretly, he lures to the case two of Italy’s top analytical
minds: Deputy Captain Colomba Caselli, a fierce, warrior-like
detective still reeling from having survived a bloody catastrophe,
and Dante Torre, a man who spent his childhood trapped inside a
concrete silo. Fed through the gloved hand of a masked kidnapper
who called himself ‘The Father’, Dante emerged from his ordeal
with crippling claustrophobia; but, also, with an unquenchable thirst
for knowledge and hyper-observant capacities. All evidence suggests
that ‘The Father’ is back and active after being dormant for decades.
New in translation, this debut novel is perfect for fans of Jo Nesbo.
Thriller
PBK
$9.99

PBK

DOLAN, Eva
This is how it begins. With a near-empty building, the inhabitants
forced out of their homes by property developers. With two women:
idealistic, impassioned blogger Ella and seasoned campaigner, Molly.
With a body hidden in a lift shaft. But how will it end?
Suspense
TP
$27.99

DETECTIVE CLUB:
THE MYSTERY OF THE MUD FLATS
DRAKE, Maurice
James Carthew-West, the penniless skipper of the Exmouth coasting
vessel Luck and Charity, is chartered by a rich trader to carry
unprofitable cargo to Flanders through the treacherous shallows of
the Scheldt estuary and return… with worthless mud ballast. His
crewman Austin Voodgt, a former investigative journalist, is intent
on revealing the true conspiracy behind this bizarre trade, but with
each new discovery comes the growing realisation that there are lives
at stake – beginning with their own. First published as WO2, this
first-class mystery is combined with the eternal lure of the sea; and
introduces Dutch maritime detective Austin Voogdt (later dubbed
‘Sherlock of the Sea’).
Classic mystery
HC
$24.99

SHADOW MAN
DREW, Alan
Southern California, 1986. Detective Ben Wade has returned to his
California home town for a quieter life. Suddenly, this unassuming
community finds itself at the mercy of a serial killer, a psycho who
slips through windows and screen doors, shattering illusions of
safety. As Ben and forensic specialist Natasha Betencourt struggle
to stay one step ahead of the serial killer, Ben’s own world is rocked
again by a teen’s suicide. Ben must decide how far he is willing to
go, and how much he will risk, to rescue the town from a long buried
secret, as well as from a psychotic serial killer.
Thriller
TP
$29.99

CRIME CLUB: DESIGN FOR MURDER
$19.99

KILL THE FATHER
DAZIERI, Sandrone
When a woman is beheaded in a park outside Rome and her six-yearold son goes missing, the police unit assigned to the case sees an easy
solution: they arrest the woman’s husband and await his confession.
But the Chief of Rome’s Major Crimes unit doubts things are so

DURBRIDGE, Francis
In Design for Murder, Francis Durbridge adapted his longest Paul
Temple serial, Paul Temple and the Gregory Affair, into a full-length
novel. Back in print for the first time since 1951, this edition also
includes the exclusive 1946 Radio Times’ short story ‘Paul Temple’s
White Christmas’.
Classic mystery
PBK
$19.99
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SEVEN DEAD
(BRITISH LIBRARY CRIME CLASSICS)
FARJEON, J Jefferson
Ted Lyte, amateur thief, has chosen an isolated house by the coast
for his first robbery. But Haven House is no ordinary country
home. While hunting for silverware to steal, Ted stumbles upon
a locked room containing seven dead bodies. Detective Inspector
Kendall takes on the case, with the help of passing yachtsman
Thomas Hazeldean. The search for the house’s absent owners
brings Hazeldean across the Channel to Boulogne, where he finds
more than one motive to stay and investigate. Seven Dead is an
atmospheric crime novel first published in 1939.
Classic mystery
TP
$27.95

DI CALLANACH: PERFECT PREY
FIELDS, Helen
In the middle of an Edinburgh rock festival, a charity worker is sliced
across the stomach. He dies, minutes later. In a crowd of thousands,
no one saw his attacker. The following week, the body of a primary
school teacher is found in a dumpster in an Edinburgh alley, strangled
with her own woollen scarf. DI Ava Turner and DI Luc Callanach
have no leads and no motive – until around the city, graffitied on
buildings, words appear describing each victim… Follows Perfect
Remains (PBK, $19.99) which introduces DI Luc Callanach. Also
available now, the third in the series: Perfect Death.
Mystery/suspense
PBK
$19.99 each

CHARLES LENOX: THE WOMAN IN THE WATER
FINCH, Charles
London, 1850: When an anonymous writer sends a letter to the paper,
claiming to have committed the perfect crime – and promising to kill
again – Lenox is convinced that this is his chance to prove himself.
With few clues to go on, Lenox endeavours to solve the crime, before
another innocent life is lost. When the killer’s sights are turned
toward those whom Lenox holds most dear, the stakes are raised and
Lenox is trapped in a desperate game of cat and mouse.
Historical mystery
HC
$47.95

AMISH CANDY SHOP MYSTERIES 02:
LETHAL LICORICE

prose’ – The Times. This fantastic series begins with Slow Horses
(PBK, $19.99). Ron highly recommends – a slow burner but fantastic!
Also available this month is Herron’s This is What Happened; a
shocking, twisted, standalone novel of psychological suspense about
one woman’s attempt to be better than ordinary.
Suspense
TP
$29.99 each

VIK & STUBO: WHAT DARK CLOUDS HIDE
HOLT, Anne
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

THEN SHE WAS GONE
JEWELL, Lisa
She was fifteen, her mother’s golden girl. And then, in the blink of
an eye, Ellie was gone. Ten years on, Laurel has never given up hope
of finding Ellie. And then she meets a charming and charismatic
stranger who sweeps her off her feet. But what really takes her breath
away is when she meets his nine-year-old daughter. Because his
daughter is the image of Ellie…
Mystery/suspense
PBK
$19.99

MALIN FORS: EARTH STORM
KALLENTOFT, Mons
Mystery

TP

$32.99

KEBAB KITCHEN MYSTERIES 01:
HUMMUS AND HOMICIDE

ALEX DELAWARE: NIGHT MOVES

FLOWER, Amanda
Harvest, Ohio, is a long way from New York City, where Bailey King
left a coveted job as a head chocolatier to take over Swissmen Sweets,
her Amish grandparents’ candy shop. Now, while caring for her
recently-widowed grandmother, she plans to honour her grandfather’s
memory by entering the annual Amish Confectionery Competition.
A candy maker from a neighbouring town, Josephine Weaver, died
from an allergy to an essential liquorice ingredient. The suspects
include: Josephine’s niece, a young woman going through her
rumspringa, or running-around time; and Bailey, herself…
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

KELLERMAN, Jonathan
Thriller

REDEMPTION POINT

KNOX, Joseph
Isabelle Rossiter has run away again. When Aidan Waits, a troubled
junior detective, is summoned to her father’s penthouse home –
he finds a manipulative man, with powerful friends. But retracing
Isabelle’s steps through a dark, nocturnal world, Waits finds
something else. An intelligent seventeen-year-old girl who’s scared
to death of something. As he investigates her story, and the unsolved
disappearance of a young woman just like her, he realises Isabelle
was right to run away. The first in a series.
Mystery/suspense
PBK
$19.99

FOX, Candice
When former police detective Ted Conkaffey was wrongly
accused of abducting thirteen-year-old Claire Bingley, he hoped
the Queensland rainforest town of Crimson Lake would be a good
place to disappear. But nowhere is safe from Claire’s devastated
father. Dale Bingley has a brutal revenge plan all worked out – and
if Ted doesn’t help find the real abductor, he’ll be its first casualty.
Meanwhile, in a dark roadside hovel, called the Barking Frog Inn,
the bodies of two young bartenders lie on the beer-sodden floor. It’s
DI Pip Sweeney’s first homicide investigation – complicated by the
arrival of private detective Amanda Pharrell to ‘assist’ on the case.
Amanda’s conviction for murder a decade ago has left her with some
odd behavioural traits, top-to-toe tatts – and a keen eye for killers…
A sequel to Crimson Lake (PBK, $19.99).
Mystery
TP
$32.99

D D WARREN: LOOK FOR ME
GARDNER, Lisa
Mystery/suspense

TP

$29.99

GIRL IN THE MOON
GOODKIND, Terry
Angela juggles multiple jobs to live a secluded life in a cabin in the
mountains. But she also lives a secret life, right under everyone’s
noses. Because her family’s bloodline carries the ability to recognise
killers, she adopts a solitary, violent existence in service of her own,
personal mission in life. When Angela unexpectedly finds herself
the prey of a group of international terrorists, she is the only one who
knows the truth of what they are about to do…
Thriller
TP
$29.99

CAMPBELL & CARTER MYSTERIES:
ROOTED IN EVIL
GRANGER, Ann
Mystery

PBK

$22.99

BAY ISLAND PSYCHIC MYSTERIES 03:
CLAIRVOYANT AND PRESENT DANGER
GREGORY, Lena
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

RUTH GALLOWAY: THE DARK ANGEL
GRIFFITHS, Elly
Mystery

TP

$29.99

SARAH BOOTH DELANEY MYSTERIES 17:
STICKS AND BONES
HAINES, Carolyn
Mystery

PBK

HARRIS, Sherry
Mystery

PBK

$29.99

THE GRAPHIC CANON OF CRIME AND
MYSTERY, VOLUME 1: FROM POE TO
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE TO STEPHEN KING
KICK, Russ (editor)
The first of two volumes, retelling classic works of literature as
comics and in other visual forms.
Mystery reimagined
PBK
$49.99

AIDAN WAITS: SIRENS

THE MURDER FILES (OMNIBUS)
LA PLANTE, Lynda
Discover Anna Travis in this omnibus edition, which collects
Above Suspicion, The Red Dahlia, and Clean Cut.
Thriller
TP
$29.99

THE LAST TRAIN
LAWRENCE, Sue
At 7pm on 28 December 1879, a violent storm batters the newlybuilt rail bridge across the River Tay, close to the city of Dundee.
Ann Craig is waiting for her husband, the owner of a large local
jute mill, to return home. From her window, Ann sees a shocking
sight as the bridge collapses; and the lights of the train, in which
he is travelling, plough down into the freezing river waters. Doubt
is cast on whether Robert was on the train, after all. If not, where
is he? And who is the mysterious woman who is first to be washed
ashore? In 2015, Fiona Craig wakes to find that her partner Pete,
an Australian restaurateur, has cleared the couple’s bank account,
before abandoning his car at the local airport and disappearing.
When the police discover his car is stolen, Fiona conducts her own
investigation into Pete’s background, slowly uncovering dark secrets,
and strange parallels with the events of 1879.
Historical mystery
TP
$29.99

ANYTHING YOU DO SAY
MCALLISTER, Gillian
When Joanna hears the footsteps behind her that every woman dreads
she makes a snap decision. She turns and she pushes, sending her
pursuer tumbling down the steps… to lie motionless on the floor.
Calling 999, Joanna waits for the police to arrive. For judgement, for
justice, whatever that may be. She just needs to hope her husband
will stand beside her. She didn’t mean to do it. She was scared, she
panicked. And no one saw. No one will know. If she leaves now. If she
keeps quiet, and prays silently to never hear that knock on the door…
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

A DARK SO DEADLY
$19.95

SARAH W GARAGE SALE MYSTERIES 05:
I KNOW WHAT YOU BID LAST SUMMER
$19.95

THE CLEANER

MACBRIDE, Stuart
Welcome to the Misfit Mob… It’s where Police Scotland dumps
the officers it can’t get rid of, but wants to: the outcasts, the
troublemakers, the compromised. Officers like DC Callum
MacGregor, lumbered with all the boring go-nowhere cases.
So, when an ancient mummy turns up at the Oldcastle tip, it’s his
job to find out which museum it’s been stolen from.
Thriller
PBK
$22.99

HERRMANN, Elisabeth
Judith Kepler has seen it all. She is a crime scene specialist. She is a
cleaner. It is at the home of a woman who has been brutally murdered
that she is suddenly confronted with her own past. The murder victim
knew Judith’s secret… And the East German secret police were
always there, in the background…
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

MASTERTON, Graham
Mystery

SLOUGH HOUSE: LONDON RULES

THE LAST OF THE GREENWOODS

HERRON, Mick
London Rules might not be written down, but everyone knows rule
one: cover your arse. ‘Herron is spy fiction’s great humourist, mixing
absurd situations with sparklingly funny dialogue and elegant, witty

MORRALL, Clare
In a field outside Bromsgrove, two elderly brothers live in adjoining
railway carriages. No one visits, and they never speak to each

DS AECTOR MCAVOY: SCORCHED EARTH
MARK, David
Mystery

TP

$32.99

KATIE MAGUIRE: DEAD MEN WHISTLING
TP

INSPECTOR IWATA: SINS AS SCARLET
OBREGÓN, Nicolás
Inspector Kosuke Iwata, formerly of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police,
is now working as a private investigator in California. He may have
left his home country behind him, but the crimes he has to face here
are just as horrific, and as mystifying. A dead transgender woman
is found out on the train tracks near LA’s Skid Row. A Mexican
homicide investigator riddled with cancer and corruption. A river
of dirty money, flowing through the Sonoran Desert. And a mother’s
secrets, tracing all the way from 1970s Tokyo to California’s
48th Japanese prefecture – Torrance. A sequel to Blue Light
Yokohama (PBK, $19.99).
Mystery
TP
$32.99

LIKE LIONS

KASHIAN, Tina
Lucy Berberian quits her Philadelphia law firm and heads home, to
Ocean Crest… Things are slow in the off-season in this Jersey Shore
town, but Lucy doesn’t mind. She doesn’t even mind waitressing at
the Kebab Kitchen. She could do without Heather Banks, though.
The Gucci-toting ex-cheerleader is still as nasty as she was back in
high school… and, unfortunately, she’s just taken over as the local
health inspector. Just minutes after eating at the Kebab Kitchen –
where she’s tallied up a whole list of bogus violations – she falls down
dead in the street. Word on the grapevine is… it’s homicide, and
Lucy’s the number one suspect… The first in a series.
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

TP

other. Until the day Zohra Dasgupta, a young postwoman, delivers
an extraordinary letter – from a woman claiming to be the sister
they thought had been murdered, fifty years earlier. So begins an
intriguing tale: is this woman an impostor? If she’s not, what did
happen, all those years ago? And why are the brothers such recluses?
Then there’s Zohra. Once a bright, outgoing teenager, the only friend
she will see, from her schooldays, is laidback Crispin – who has
roped her in to the restoration of an old railway line on his father’s
land. For which, as it happens, they need some carriages…
Mystery
TP
$29.99

$29.99

PANOWICH, Brian
Clayton Burroughs is sheriff of Bull Mountain and last surviving
member of the brutal and blood-steeped Burroughs clan. It’s been
a year since a rogue government agent systematically crippled
the family’s criminal empire, leaving two of his brothers dead
and Clayton broken and haunted by wounds that may never heal.
Now, Bull Mountain is vulnerable, ripe for predators wanting to
re-establish the flow of dope and money through the town. And the
death of a boy belonging to a rival clan brings the wolves straight to
Clayton’s door… A sequel to Bull Mountain (PBK, $19.99).
Suspense
TP
$29.99

SEYMOUR OF THE SPECIAL BRANCH:
A DEAD MAN IN NAPLES
PEARCE, Michael
Along with A Dead Man in Malta, these last two novels complete the
reissue of the Seymour of the Special Branch series.
Historical mystery
PBK
$22.99 each

INSPECTOR GAMACHE: A GREAT RECKONING
PENNY, Louise
This great series begins with Still Life ($19.99).
Mystery
PBK

$19.99

WITCH CITY MYSTERIES 06: IT TAKES A COVEN
PERRY, Carol J
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

JED WALKER: THE AGENCY
PHELAN, James
Thriller

TP

$29.99

WILDE & VINE: MY NAME IS NOBODY
RICHARDSON, Matthew
MI6’s Head of Station in Istanbul is abducted from his home.
There are signs of a violent struggle. With the Service in lockdown,
uncertain of who can be trusted, thoughts turn to the missing
man’s oldest friend: Solomon Vine. Officially suspended, Vine
can operate outside the chain of command to uncover the truth.
But his investigation soon reveals that the disappearance heralds
something much darker.
Suspense
PBK
$19.99

DARK IN DEATH
ROBB, J D
The previous in the series, Secrets in Death, is now in
paperback ($19.99).
Eve Dallas
TP

$29.99

NAREY & WINTER: THE PHOTOGRAPHER
ROBERTSON, Craig
Thriller

PBK

$19.99

DCI EWART GRENS: THREE MINUTES
ROSLUND, Anders & HELLSTRÖM, Börge
Mystery
PBK

$19.99

SECOND CHANCE CAT MYSTERIES 05:
THE FAST AND THE FURRIEST
RYAN, Sofie
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

FINAL GIRLS
SAGER, Riley
Each girl survived an unthinkable horror. Now, someone wants them
dead… They were the victims of separate tragedies. Three strangers,
bound by similar traumas, grouped together by the press. When
something terrible happens to Lisa, put-together Quincy and volatile
Sam finally meet. Each one influences the other. Each one has dark
secrets. And as the bloodstained fingers of the past reach into the
present, each one will never be the same.
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

COUNTY GUIDES: ESSEX POISON
SANSOM, Ian
Mystery

PBK

$22.99

SHERLOCK HOLMES IN AUSTRALIA
SEQUEIRA, Christopher (editor)
It’s 1890. Holmes’ fame has spread even to the colonies and he and
his stalwart chronicler Watson are swept up in an array of mysteries
‘down under’. A beautiful illustrated hardcover collection of
original Australian mystery stories by popular writers and devoted
Sherlockians, including Kerry Greenwood, Narelle Harris, Meg
Keneally, Lucy Sussex, Kaaron Warren, and Samuel Wagan Watson.
Sherlockiana
HC
$45.00

JERICHO’S WAR
SEYMOUR, Gerald
In a moment of nerve-shredding suspense that will affect many
thousands of lives, a handful of men and women will converge on
a barren stretch of Yemeni desert. Each of them will need spirit,
courage and immense luck to survive the next forty-eight hours.
Corrie Rankin is already a legend at MI6, when he is called back
with little regard for the horrors of his recent past. Corrie is sent to
take advantage of a chance to take down a high value player in the
war against Al Qaeda – and, a chance for the Brits to succeed…

(continued)

without begging help from the Americans. This is Jericho’s War.
The weapons it deploys, the brutal aims it pursues, are state of the art.
The fear it breeds and the raw bravery it demands are as timeless as
the desert itself.
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

MURDER AT THE MILL
SHAW, M B
Iris Grey arrives at Mill Cottage in a picture-perfect Hampshire
village, looking to escape from her crumbling marriage. She is drawn
to the neighbouring Wetherby family, and is commissioned to paint
a portrait of Dominic Wetherby, a celebrated crime writer. At the
Wetherbys’ Christmas Eve party, the mulled wine is in full flow – but
so too are tensions and rivalries among the guests. On Christmas
Day, the youngest member of the Wetherby family, Lorcan, finds a
body in the water. A tragic accident? Or a deadly crime? With the
snow falling, Iris enters a world of village gossip, romantic intrigue,
buried secrets and murder. The first festive mystery in a new crime
series – a must-read for fans of M C Beaton, Agatha Christie, the
British Library Crime Classics series, and Midsomer Murders.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

MAIGRET’S FAILURE
SIMENON, Georges
Maigret

PBK

$16.99

PERFECT CRIMINALS
THOMSON, Jimmy
Ten years after surviving special operations in Afghanistan,
Danny Clay is working as a scriptwriter in the emotional war
zone of TV production. His best mate and editor is Vietnamese
neighbour and script editor Zan – who may, or may not, have killed
a man with her bare hands. When their writer friends start dying
in mysterious circumstances, Danny must resurrect his old army
sapper skills to prevent himself and Zan becoming the next victims.
From the backstreets and brothels of Sydney’s Kings Cross to the
fake sincerity of Hollywood, this is an action-packed and hilarious
romp through the dark side of the entertainment industry where
criminals have the same skill set as movie producers – only with a
more evolved moral code.
Caper
TP
$29.99

IAN RUTLEDGE MYSTERIES: RACING THE DEVIL
TODD, Charles
Historical mystery

TP

$24.99

MONKEEWRENCH: NOTHING STAYS BURIED
TRACY, P J
Mystery/suspense

PBK

$22.99

HOW WILL I KNOW YOU?
TREADWAY, Jessica
On a cold December day, teenager Joy Enright is found drowned at
the edge of a frozen pond. When an autopsy reveals she was strangled
first, suspicion is thrown onto Martin, the young graduate who was
last to see her alive. In a small community, secrets are hard to keep
and as the web of lies around Joy’s life and death unravels, the truth
will either bring one family closer together, or tear them further apart.
Suspense
PBK
$19.99

ELSIE AND ETHELRED:
THE HERRING SELLER’S APPRENTICE
TYLER, L C
However bad things look, they can always get worse, as writer
Ethelred discovers when his ex-wife, Geraldine, vanishes… close to
his Sussex home. When the disappearance becomes a murder enquiry,
the police quickly decide that Geraldine Tressider has been the victim
of a local serial killer. Elsie and Ethelred’s further adventure have all
been reissued at the same time: Ten Little Herrings, The Herring in
the Library, The Herring on the Nile, Crooked Herring, Cat Among
the Herrings, and Herring in the Smoke.
Mystery reissues
PBK
$19.99 each

THE LYING GAME
WARE, Ruth
The text message arrives in the small hours of the morning: I need
you. Isa drops everything, takes her baby daughter and heads
straight to Salten. She spent the most significant days of her life at
boarding school on the marshes there, days which still cast their
shadow over her. Isa and her three best friends used to play the
Lying Game, competing to convince people of outrageous stories.
Now, after seventeen years of hiding the truth, something terrible has
been found on the beach…
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

THE QUESTIONABLE BEHAVIOR
OF DAHLIA MOSS
WIRESTONE, Max
The third book in the fun Unfortunate Decisions of Dahlia Moss
series, following: The Unfortunate Decisions of Dahlia Moss and
The Astonishing Mistakes of Dahlia Moss (TP, $19.99 each)
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

SEVENTEEN
YOKOYAMA, Hideo
1985. Kazumasa Yuuki, a seasoned reporter at the North Kanto
Times, runs a daily gauntlet against the power struggles and office
politics that plague its newsroom. But when an air disaster of
unprecedented scale occurs on the paper’s doorstep, its staff are
united by an unimaginable horror, and a once-in-a-lifetime scoop.
2003. Seventeen years later, Yuuki remembers the adrenaline-fuelled,
emotionally-charged seven days that changed his and his colleagues’
lives. He does so, while making good on a promise he made that
fateful week – one that holds the key to its last unsolved mystery, and
represents Yuuki’s final, unconquered fear.
Mystery/suspense
TP
$29.99

OBERLEUTNANT KAREN MULLER: STASI WOLF
YOUNG, David
How do you solve a murder, when you can’t ask any questions? East
Germany, 1975. Karin Muller, sidelined from the murder squad in
Berlin, jumps at the chance to be sent south to Halle-Neustadt, where
a pair of infant twins have gone missing. But Muller soon finds her
problems have followed her. Halle-Neustadt is a new town – the pride
of the communist state – and she and her team are forbidden by the
Stasi from publicising the disappearances, lest they tarnish the town’s
flawless image. Meanwhile, in the eerily nameless streets and tower
blocks, a child snatcher lurks, and the clock is ticking to rescue the
twins alive… Follows Stasi Child (PBK, $19.99).
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

